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Future Makers or Future Takers? 

•  Doug Cocks (1999): Australia could either be a future maker or a 
future taker 

•  President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo of the Philippines (2007): “the 
world is divided into climate makers and climate takers” 

•  Can proactive national, regional and local responses to climate 
change shape future outcomes, when forces of global change are 
beyond their control? (Christoff, in press)  



Climate change and the Great Barrier Reef 

•  Climate change greatest threat to the GBR 

•  Coral bleaching already detected and
 expected to continue 

•  Interacts with other threats (e.g.
 agricultural run-off)  

•  Requires cross-scale, multi-agency
 approach to management  

•  Long-term planning 

•  Research question: to what extent might
 regional policy mitigate global drivers of
 change on GBR region ecosystem
 services and human well-being? 



Methods: four scenarios illustrate combinations of
 global and Australian development pathways 

Future makers 

Future takers 



Methods: land use projections 

•  HOME ecohydrology model
 (Wolanski et al., 2004;
 Wolanski and De’ath, 2005) 

•  Future projections
 informed by expert
 opinion, using simple
 deterministic rules and
 assumptions for
 converting natural areas
 and agricultural land to
 more intensive uses 



Methods: indicators 

Four capitals:  

•  Natural capital 
- Ecosystem services: provisioning, regulating, supporting, cultural 

•  Human capital 
- Health, education, professional skills, job security and population  

•  Social capital 
- Equity, participatory democracy, social networks, culture, institutions 

•  Built capital 
- Infrastructure, equipment and technological improvements  
- Quantity and quality 

•  Summary well-being and economic indicators 



Results: scenario narratives 
Trashing the Commons 
Australia and the rest of the world continue to pursue the ‘empty-world’ development
 pathway, focused on increasing economic growth. By 2100 global warming has exceeded
 3.5°C, sea level has risen by 1 m, cyclones have increased in intensity, marine waters are
 less alkaline (pH 7.7) and rainfall in GBR catchments has become more erratic. The
 population of 

Free Riders 
Global action on carbon emissions and transition to a ‘full-world’ economic model averts a
 climate change catastrophe. After having reached maximum levels of 420 ppm at 2050,
 atmospheric CO2 concentrations are stabilized at 350 ppm by 2100. In the GBR region
 climate change impacts have intensified up to 2050, but temperatures have stabilised at a
 <2°C 

Treading Water 
There is no global action on climate change, and by 2100 global temperatures have warmed
 by more than 3.50C, sea level has risen by 1 m and seawater reduced to a pH of 7.7. In the
 GBR region, storm and cyclone intensities have increased, and rainfall has become more
 erratic. The human population in the GBR catchments exceeds 3 million, and is increasingly
 urban, fuelled by immigration in response to expanding opportunities from agricultural 

Best of Both Worlds 
Global action on carbon emissions and global transition to a ‘full-world’ economic model
 averts a climate change catastrophe, with atmospheric CO2 concentrations returning to 350
 ppm by 2100. In the GBR region climate change impacts have intensified up to 2050, but
 temperatures have stabilised at 2°C above pre-industrial levels by 2100. Sea level has risen
 by only 0.3 m. Australia also succeeds in introducing an economic model based on 



Results: terrestrial and marine ecosystems 



Results: four capitals 



Results: summary of indicators 

Inverse linear 
relationship (R2 = 
0.92) between 
summary well-
being and 
economic subset 
indicators 



Conclusions 

•  Future makers: Treading Water shows that modest improvements in
 human well-being are possible while ecosystem services decline, but
 only where there is proactive regional management despite climate
 change 

•  Future takers: Free Riders highlights danger of ‘short-termism’, where
 we fail to mitigate climate change at a regional scale, believing that
 global climate change action will occur 

•  To achieve Best of Both Worlds we need proactive societal change at
 regional and global scales 

•  Need for participatory inclusion of GBR policy makers and
 communities 
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